As on-going research, this paper presents a framework to improve wireless mobile robot's navigational accuracy in diverse indoor environments where the signals are affected by various types of interference including electromagnetic, multi-path, and fading and scattering. In particular, indoor construction environments pose unique challenges to accurate wireless navigation due to their relative complexity and inherently dynamic nature. Several integrated location and orientation sensors including a digital compass, a gyroscope, wheel encoders, an accelerometer, and Ultra Wideband (UWB) position tracking sensors are introduced in this paper. A distinct cause of error for each sensor is studied based on location, traveling distance, and rotational angle. To improve the position data accuracy, statistical methods such as outlier analysis and the Kalman Filter are applied in this research. A framework for position and orientation error compensation between relative and absolute sensors is described with preliminary research results indicating that position and orientation errors can be statistically adjusted in real time.
Introduction
The competitive, market oriented, and rationalized construction of tomorrow will require developing automated and robotized construction system today [4] . This includes indoor construction applications such as interior finishing, piping, excavation, mining, and earth moving [5] among others. In particular, implementing suitable indoor localization in construction processes will lead to an increase in productivity and improvement in work quality and working conditions [4] .
The requirement to have reliable positioning is becoming increasingly important, and can be used for indoor position application such as implementing robots with mobile platform for construction tasks [4] . However, implementing mobile robots for construction tasks has proven to be difficult due to the dynamic and uncertain nature of the construction site [5] .
It is critical that mobile robot's absolute and relative positions are accurately determined in both outdoor and indoor environments. Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are widely used to determine the absolute position in outdoor environments where the signals are not obstructed by nearby buildings or trees. It is possible to determine the mobile robot's position with an accuracy of 2-3 cm with well-equipped GPS systems. However, GPS signals cannot travel through walls and thus suffer from signal attenuation, making GPS systems unsuitable for indoor applications. One of the most prominent technologies used for indoor applications is ultra wideband (UWB). UWB provides good performance within the boundaries of a small area, generally within 10-15 cm accuracy.
This paper describes on-going research into the development of a new method of autonomous navigation as applied to wireless mobile navigation. This will provide wireless autonomous mobile navigational functions to a robot on construction sites. The main goal of this research project is to integrate mobile robot's inertial navigation control unit into a UWB indoor positioning system, and identify and correct the so analysis. 
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The relative frame supplies the dimensions of the robot. It will be relative to the robot. This frame will have a (0,0) position at the beginning and an angle of 0. The heading of this frame will be determined by the gyroscope, and the translation will be determined by the encoders.
Odometry
Odometry is defined as the use of encoder measurements at the wheels to estimate the configuration of the robot state (position and orientation). To achieve successful autonomous mobile robot navigation, accurate odometry is essential. Localization, mapping and path-planning algorithms are all fundamental for robot navigation and all use odometry information [3] .
Wheel Encoders
A wheel encoder is the essential sensor used in odometry. It is a device that is used to convert the angular position of a shaft to a digital code. It provides the distance in which a wheel has travel by basically measuring the relative distance.
Inertial Sensors
The purpose of inertial sensors is to calculate the relative change of a moving target between two consecutive sampling times, based on the measurement of acceleration and angular velocity from the inertial sensors [1] . In order for the inertial sensors to function properly, the gyroscope must be set up parallel to the direction of motion of the robot.
Gyroscope
The gyroscope measures an angular rate by picking up the signal generated by an electromechanical oscillating mass as it deviates from its plane of oscillation under the Coriolis force effect when submitted to a rotation about an axis perpendicular to the plane of oscillation. Gyroscope errors come from bias drift and noise. They are of particular importance for robot positioning because they can compensate the weakness of odometry.
Accelerometer
Accelerometer is used to measure the rate of acceleration. This sensor is used to measure the accelerations of the mobile robot. It enables the control system to know when the mobile robot is at rest.
Gyro + Accelerometer
Gyroscopes and accelerometers are used to measured rotation and acceleration. These sensors have the advantages to be self-contained, meaning that they do not need external references. The bias drift caused by the gyroscope can be fixed by using the accelerometer readings and the Kalman filter.
Relative Location + Absolute Localization
Once the absolute localization is obtained, it can be fused with the estimation of the robot's relative position so that it can correct its trajectory.
Source of errors
UWB
The measurement errors increase even when there is a clear open path between the UWB pulse transmitter and receiver. This system requires careful calibration before use. The signal levels for the installed environment must be calibrated. A measurement of the background noise level is required, so signal below that threshold can be excluded. [3] .
Digital Compass
There are two problems associated with the digital compass as heading sensor. First, the body orientation changes either during locomotion or while standing on uneven terrain. This produces the pitch and roll of the compass, making its read-out unreliable. Second, the earth field at the compass level may be disturbed by other electromagnetic fields or distorted by nearby ferrous materials. These deterministic interferences can be categorized in two types. First, hard iron effects are caused by magnetized objects, which are at a fixed position with respect to the compass. This relative closeness should be avoided. Second, soft iron effects are caused due to the distortion of the earth field by ferrous materials [10] .
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